
1. Introduction
The seismic sequence behavior is featured in between two end-members: mainshock-aftershock sequences and 
swarms. The mainshock-aftershock sequences characterize by a main event that usually occurs at the beginning 
of the sequence—sometimes preceded by foreshocks—due to tectonic stress accumulation on the main fault. 
Usually, the aftershocks are directly triggered by the main earthquake (e.g., Vidale & Shearer, 2006), or another 
aftershock (Ogata, 1988). They delineate the rupture surface (Scholz, 1990) and usually propagate along the 
main fault toward other segments (Henry & Das, 2001). Therefore, the aftershocks are attributed to a cascade of 
elastic fault rupture following Omori's law (Omori, 1895). In addition, aftershocks can also occur due to dynamic 
triggering (Freed, 2005; Gomberg & Johnson, 2005; Hill & Prejean, 2015; among others) or postseismic stress 
transfer and strength weakening (e.g., Cattania et al., 2015; Freed, 2005).

However, the swarms do not have an earthquake of sufficient magnitude to explain the extension of the epicentral 
distribution and the extended duration (Mogi, 1963), and the largest earthquake does not usually start the sequence. 
Swarms are often related to volcanic phenomena (Benoit & McNutt, 1996; Endo et al., 1981; Hill, 1977; Hurst 
& McGinty, 1999; McNutt, 1996; Power et al., 1994; among others) and geothermal regions (Dziak et al., 2003; 
Hainzl & Fischer, 2002). However, they can also occur in tectonically active contexts, whether on plate bounda-
ries (e.g., Hamdache et al., 2019, 2016; Llenos et al., 2009; Lohman & McGuire, 2007; Vidale et al., 2006; Vidale 
& Shearer, 2006) or interplate rifts (e.g., Ibs-von Seht et al., 2008; Stankova et al., 2008). This type of seismic 
sequence is often attributed to areas of the crust with many heterogeneities (Udías & Mezcua, 1986), to hidden 
influence of fluids (Hatch et al., 2020; Špičák et al., 2005), or to near aseismic fault-slip (Hatch et al., 2020; 
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McGuire et al., 2005; Roland & McGuire, 2009), and are often characterized by a hypocenter migration (e.g., 
Hainzl, 2004; Hayashi & Morita, 2003; Kyriakopoulos et al., 2013; Waite & Smith, 2002).

The features of earthquake sequences are influenced by previous brittle heterogeneities (Mogi, 1963; Udías & 
Mezcua,  1986). Although pre-existing fractures act as zones of weakness that facilitate rupture propagation, 
they could also act as fault barriers if their orientation with respect to stress is not compatible to be reactivated. 
Barriers are key to constrain the boundaries between zones with different coupling (Chlieh et al., 2008), to delimit 
the rupture area (RA) during a single earthquake (Aki, 1979), and finally, to estimate the expected magnitude 
of the seismogenic fault (e.g., Leonard, 2010; Wells & Coppersmith, 1994). There are many controlling factors 
that affect the barriers in parallel normal fault segments (Harris, 1998, 2004), including the mechanical inter-
action and stress triggering from nearby structures. Consequently, intersections between seismogenic faults and 
perpendicular or oblique faults can act as barriers as long as they segment and misalign the seismogenic ones. 
What role do intersections between faults play in segmentation and barrier formation? How do barriers affect 
the sequence evolution and deformation migration? To answer these questions, it is important to keep in mind 
that a mechanical interaction between faults or segments does not imply a synchronous rupture, but that faults 
are not independent (DuRoss & Hylland, 2015). Mechanically interacting faults would be those that determine 
the displacement and stress and earthquake distribution of nearby faults (Gupta & Scholz,  2000; Peacock & 
Sanderson, 1991; Scholz & Gupta, 2000; Willemse et al., 1996).

The Granada Basin, located in the central Betic Cordillera (Figure  1), is characterized by the intersection 
of orthogonal or oblique normal faults and related high brittle deformation of the crust, derived from the 
Neogene-Quaternary evolution of the Betic Cordillera. Located in the central Betic Cordillera (Southern Iberia), 
it is an extensional basin developed since the middle Miocene (Braga et al., 1990) due to the activity of normal 
faults (Morales et  al.,  1990; Rodríguez-Fernández & Sanz de Galdeano, 2006). Currently, it presents a shal-
low seismic activity of low to low-moderate magnitudes (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1999; Morales et al., 1997). 
Seismicity is related to the activity of high- and low-angle normal faults (Madarieta-Txurruka et  al.,  2021; 
Rodriguez-Fernández et al., 2012). Seismic sequences have been documented throughout recent history, the last 
one occurring during the year 2021. This sequence was felt in the metropolitan area of the city of Granada, reach-
ing up to an mbLg 4.6 earthquake (Informe IGN, 2021). There are different sets of high-angle normal faults and 
joints that interact with each other, the most important of which are NW-SE and NE-SW fault sets. The activity 
of the NW-SE faults is known (Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2012, 2003), however, the role played by the NE-SW 
fault set had not yet been studied in detail. Not only for their possible activity but also for the role they play in the 
segmentation and formation of barriers. Therefore, the characterization of the interaction between the different 
fault sets is key to understand the causes and evolution of the 2021 seismic sequence.

Understanding the occurrence of seismic sequence in relation to zones of extended brittle deformation and 
segmentation of faults, such as the Granada Basin (Figure 1b), requires a multidisciplinary approach. Combined 
geological and geophysical studies are crucial to shed light on the structures that cause the seismicity. An accu-
rate location of seismicity and earthquake focal mechanism inversion is necessary to localize the rupture and 
determine the kinematic behavior. At the same time, it is necessary to adequately characterize the structural, 
kinematic, and recent activity of outcropping faults. In this way, surface structures can be correlated with the 
active segments in depth (Keller & Pinter, 1996). However, not all seismicity can be explained by outcropping 
structures. Therefore, it is important to use techniques that make it possible to determine structures in depth. 
The basement morphology of young sedimentary basins can give us clues in this respect, and it can be studied 
by gravity analysis due to the density contrast of the sedimentary infill and the basement (Morales et al., 1990; 
Telford et al., 1990). Finally, geodesy by means of continuous GPS (CGPS) data is the most accurate technique 
for quantifying surface deformation (Dixon, 1991; Garate et al., 2015; Hager et al., 1991; Koulali et al., 2011; 
Sagiya et al., 2000; Sparacino et al., 2020). The comparison of geodetic deformation trends with the reduced 
stress tensor of the seismic sequence will allow us to frame the seismicity in the recent evolution of the central 
Betic Cordillera.

This research aims to analyze the origin and features of the Granada 2021 seismic sequence by improving the 
location of the seismicity, determining in detail the structure of the affected zone and establishing the local stress 
regime, as well as the regional deformation. In this way, it will be possible to better understand the role of the 
preexisting brittle deformations and the interaction of different sets of faults in the characteristics that highlight 
the development and evolution of this type of seismic sequence. At the same time, it will allow framing of the 
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seismicity in the recent evolution of the Betic Cordillera. Finally, the determination of seismogenic fault segments 
will improve the study of the seismic hazard in an area with high population-density.

2. Geological and Seismological Setting
The seismic sequence of January 2021 occurred in the Granada Basin, central Betic Cordillera (Figure 1), 
and is framed in the context of the collision between the Eurasian and Nubian plates in its westernmost sector 
of the Mediterranean, in the Gibraltar Arc (Andrieux et al., 1971; Comas et al., 1999). The Betic Cordillera 
is the northern branch of the arc and is formed by the External Zones, the Internal Zones, and the Flysch 
Trough Units between them (Fontboté & Estévez,  1980). The External Zones, located further north, are 

Figure 1. Geological and seismological setting of the Granada Basin. (a) Geological map and active quaternary faults (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2018; QAFI, 2022) of 
the western Betic Cordillera. The seismicity since 1900 and < 30 km depth is depicted (SIS, 2022). Yellow arrows represent CGPS data (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2015; 
González-Castillo et al., 2015). Insets: different hypotheses of Iberia-Nubia plate boundary in purple (Klitgord & Schouten, 1986), light blue (Bird, 2003), and red 
(Gutscher, 2004). (b) Geologic map of the Granada Basin and the main active faults of the Granada Basin faults system (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021; Sanz de 
Galdeano et al., 2003). Modified from Galindo-Zaldívar et al. (2015). The main earthquakes of the Granada 2021 seismic sequence located by the Spanish Instituto 
Geográfico Nacional (IGN) are depicted as red stars.
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thin-skinned thrust-and-fold systems formed due to compression of the S Iberian paleo-margin (Banks & 
Warburton, 1991; Meijninger & Vissers, 2007; Nebbad, 2001). They are grouped into two paleogeographical 
zones: the Prebetic Zone dominated by shallow facies, and the Subbetic Zone, mainly dominated by deep 
marine facies (García-Hernández et al., 1980). The Flysch Trough Unit consists of turbidites and clays depos-
ited on the thinned margin and are indicators of the cordillera suture. This same Unit can be found in the 
eastern and central Betics, they are mainly found in the Campo de Gibraltar (Durand-Delga et al., 2000), and 
is deformed by thin-skinned thrust-and-fold systems and thrust over the External Zones (e.g., Luján, 2003; 
Luján et al., 2006). The Internal Zones, in the south and southeast, are considered to be an allochthonous 
terrane colliding with the paleomargin, and are formed by three main overlying metamorphic complexes and 
the frontal units (Fallot, 1948). At present, they have been redefined, and only the uppermost Maláguide and 
Alpujárride complexes are considered coming from a different continent. The Nevado-Filábride Complex, 
however, is considered the basement of the thinned paleo-margin that was subducted and subsequently 
accreted beneath the other two complexes (Booth-Rea et al., 2012, 2007; Gómez-Pugnaire et al., 2012; Platt 
et al., 2013).

The Betic Cordillera is formed by the NW-SE oblique convergence of the Eurasian and Nubian plates since 
the Late Cretaceous. In the late Oligocene, orogenic deformation starts to affect the southeastern margin of 
Iberia (e.g., Platt et al., 2003; Rosenbaum et al., 2002; Sanz de Galdeano, 1990; Srivastava et al., 1990). The 
early and middle Miocene is characterized by extensional tectonics leading to the thinning of the continental 
crust. The stretching involves the exhumation of the main metamorphic complexes by means of major low-angle 
normal faults (Aldaya et  al.,  1991; Crespo-Blanc,  1995; Fernández-Fernández et  al.,  2007; Galindo-Zaldívar 
et al., 1989; Jabaloy et al., 1992) and the formation of the Alborán Basin and smaller intramontane basins (Comas 
et al., 1999). Since the middle Miocene, compression caused uplift and the formation of large E-W to ENE-WSW 
antiforms (Sanz de Galdeano & Alfaro, 2004). Simultaneously, marine basins were formed in the large depressed 
synforms. Later, in the Late Tortonian, NW-SE fault set, together with uplift, determine the decrease in size of the 
Alboran Basin, and the individualization and emergence of intramontane basins (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2003).

Different models have been proposed to explain this evolution, and they can be separated into three groups: (a) 
subduction (Araña & Vegas, 1974; Pedrera et al., 2011; Ruiz-Constán et al., 2011; Wortel & Spakman, 1992; 
among others), (b) lithospheric delamination (Calvert et  al.,  2000; García-Dueñas et  al.,  1992; Mancilla 
et al., 2013; Platt & Vissers, 1989; Seber et al., 1996; among others) and, (c) slab roll-back processes (Blanco 
& Spakman, 1993; Booth-Rea et al., 2007; Carminati et al., 2012; Chertova et al., 2014; Faccenna et al., 2004; 
Rosenbaum et al., 2002; Wortel & Spakman, 2000; among others). Some delamination models suggest a slab tear-
ing at the edges of the subduction system coeval to the slab rollback (Duggen et al., 2003; Mancilla et al., 2015; 
Martínez-Martínez et al., 2006; Thurner et al., 2014).

At present, the latest data indicate an oblique dextral convergence of 4.0 ± 0.2 mm/yr between the Eurasian and 
Nubian plates, in an NNW-SSE direction (D’Acremont et al., 2014; DeMets et al., 2010; Iribarren et al., 2007). 
Meanwhile, a westward relative motion of the Gibraltar Arc of 3–5 mm/yr is recorded by CGPS data (Garate 
et al., 2015; González-Castillo et al., 2015; Palano et al., 2015; Sparacino et al., 2020; Figure 1a). In the central 
zone, for example, in the Granada Basin, a continuation of the E-W to ENE-WSW extension is recorded affecting 
mainly the internal zones, but also some regions of the external zones and their boundaries (Galindo-Zaldívar 
et al., 2015).

The Betic Cordillera constitutes the most seismically active region in the Iberian Peninsula. Seismicity is summed 
up with frequent low-moderate magnitude earthquakes concentrated mainly in upper crust (SIS, 2022; Figure 1a), 
intermediate depth seismicity between Alboran Sea, Málaga and Granada (Santos-Bueno et al., 2019), and rare 
very deep earthquakes (Buforn et al., 2011). Because of the significant along strike variations of the orogen, focal 
mechanisms of all types are present: normal, reverse, and strike-slip (de Vicente et al., 2008; Martín et al., 2015; 
Stich et al., 2003, 2010, 2006). In the central Betic Cordillera, seismicity is concentrated in the intramontane basins 
and dominated by normal faulting earthquakes (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1993, 1999; Morales et al., 1997). Seis-
mic sequences are common in the Betic Cordillera, both in the historical and recent record (Buforn et al., 2006; 
Morales et al., 2015; Ocaña, 2009; Ruiz-Constán et al., 2009; Santoyo & Luzón, 2008). Regarding the central 
region, different sequences have been historically reported in Granada, in 1778 and 1806–1807 (Ocaña, 2009; 
Sempere, 1807). Recent seismic sequences include Iznájar in 1998 (Carmona et al., 2009), Loja in 1985 and 2000 
(Hamdache et al., 2019; SIS, 2022), and Albuñol between 2000 and 2001 (Ocaña, 2009; SIS, 2022).
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2.1. Granada Basin

The Granada Basin, together with the Guadix-Baza Basin, are the biggest intramontane basins of the Betic 
Cordillera. The Granada Basin is located in the central region, bounded on the E-SE side by the highest areas 
of the mountain range, the Sierra Nevada. In the early Miocene, the western border of Sierra Nevada (Figure 1) 
was affected by ENE-WSW extension. The Granada Basin (Figure 1b) begins to form in this period, shown by 
the Burdigalian oldest continental sediments lying only on top of the Alpujárride Complex (Braga et al., 1990). 
Main NW-SE to NNW-SSE normal faults (Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2001) led to the individualization of the 
Granada Basin in the late Tortonian. In this period, marine sediments were deposited (Rivas et al., 1999) over the 
Subbetic Zone basement in the N-NW half, and over the Alpujarride Complex in the S-SE half. These faults sink 
the Granada Basin with respect to the uplifted Sierra Nevada and Sierra Arana, generating the main depocenters 
(Rodríguez-Fernández & Sanz de Galdeano, 2006). In the late Tortonian, the regional uplift isolated the Granada 
Basin from the Mediterranean Sea depositing evaporitic materials and later continental sediments (García-Alix 
et al., 2008). During the Pliocene, alluvial fan systems were deposited at the feet of Sierra Nevada, Sierra Arana 
and Sierra Tejeda. In the Quaternary, the deposition and subsidence concentrated in the northern and eastern parts 
of the basin (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2015; García-Alix et al., 2009; Morales et al., 1990; Rodríguez-Fernández 
& Sanz de Galdeano, 2006; Ruano et al., 2004). Finally, since the early Pleistocene, the basin was captured by the 
Guadalquivir Basin (García-Alix et al., 2009).

The Granada high-angle normal fault sets have been related to the Mecina detachment, the low-angle normal fault 
that exhumed Sierra Nevada (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1991, 1996; Jabaloy et al., 1993), and has been recently 
considered the active section of the same extensional system (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021). The NW-SE to 
NNW-SSE high-angle normal faults are considered to be active (García-Mayordomo & Martín-Banda, 2022) 
and generate continuous moderate seismicity reaching Mw 4.5 earthquakes (Sanz de Galdeano & Peláez, 2011). 
Detailed analysis of the focal mechanisms in the Granada Basin also suggests a relationship between earthquakes 
of up to Mw 4.0 and low-angle normal faults (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021). The main faults of the basin have 
slip rates ranging from 0.05 mm/yr to more than 0.25 mm/yr, calculated by geological data (Sanz de Galdeano 
et al., 2003). Recent high-precision leveling data suggest higher slip rates for the Granada Fault, about 1 mm/yr 
(Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021).

2.2. Sierra Elvira

Sierra Elvira is the main horst of the basement within the Granada Basin (Figures 1b and 2). It is formed by Meso-
zoic rocks of the Subbetic Zone, from the Carnian to the Berriacian (Braga et al., 1979; García-Dueñas, 1967). 
The older structures, affecting only the Mesozoic series, are compressional. Western Sierra Elvira is affected by 
NE-SW south-vergent inverted folds and N70°E trending thrusts. These structures are related to the last stage 
of the transgressive phase between External and Internal zones during the early-middle Miocene. The thrust is 
related to an extrusion of Triassic evaporites with subvolcanic rocks (ophites; Lupiani & Soria, 1988). Sierra 
Elvira can be divided into two areas: (a) Western Sierra Elvira, with higher elevations and affected by folds, 
and (b) eastern Sierra Elvira, with a lower elevation, affected by thrusts and including outcrops of evaporites. 
The Subbetic outcrop is completely surrounded by Pliocene-Quaternary deposits due to the activity of NE-SW 
and NW-SE normal faults since the latest Miocene, which is responsible for the formation of large fault scarps 
on the SE and SW edges (Lupiani & Soria, 1988). The NW-SE set is considered active (García-Mayordomo & 
Martín-Banda, 2022).

3. Methodology
3.1. Geology

New field geology data have been acquired in order to understand the structure and kinematics of the faults, and 
their relationship with recent sediments. This new data was then used to update the available geological maps 
(Figures 2 and 3).

The Granada 2021 seismic sequence is located at the S-SW of Sierra Elvira (Figure 1b). This outcrop of Meso-
zoic rocks is the main uplifted basement block in the Granada basin and is closely related to the activity of the 
main faults. We propose that the Sierra Elvira sector could have the same characteristics as the basement zones 
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Figure 2. Geological map of Sierra Elvira and surrounding areas. Updated from Lupiani & Soria (1988). Stereonets 
(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of the fault sets and joints of Sierra Elvira are shown. (a) Detail of the “tooth-shaped” Pinos 
Puente Fault in Western Sierra Elvira. (b) Detail of the fractures in the SW edge of Western Sierra Elvira. (c) NW-SE and 
NE-SW fault set intersection in Eastern Sierra Elvira.
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affected by the seismicity at 3–5 km depth. Therefore, the fractures of Sierra Elvira have been studied, analyzing 
the main sets of joints by means of detailed fieldwork and satellite imagery. The obtained data made it possible 
to understand the recent stress regimes and the activity of the structures.

3.2. Gravity Methods

Gravity methods are very useful when studying sedimentary basins. The sedimentary fill contrasts with the base-
ment because of its lower density and, consequently, presents gravity anomaly minima that are used to determine 
the geometry of the basement. The existence of faults at depth produces abrupt variations in the thickness of the 
sedimentary infill and therefore, can be identified in the gravity anomaly maps.

This study includes the reprocessing of gravity data available for the Granada Basin and its immediate vicin-
ity (Figure  4). The database comprises: (a) data collected in the TopoIberia project (Ayala et  al.,  2016; 
SIGEOF, 2022), (b) data published by Madarieta-Txurruka et al. (2021), and (c) new data obtained in the SE of 
the basin. The processing begins with the leveling of the different surveys. Then, Free Air, Bouguer, and Terrain 
corrections were applied to obtain the Complete Bouguer Anomaly for each station, using a standard density of 

Figure 3. Field observations. (a) Recent joints affecting Quaternary sediment in the S border of Western Sierra Elvira. (b) Normal fault in the SE of the Eastern Sierra 
Elvira. (c) Striae in the fault surface indicate normal to left-lateral behavior. (d) Ermita de los Tres Juanes Fault plane. (e) Tajo Colorado Fault scarp. (f) Striae on the 
fault plane indicate a normal behavior of the Tajo Colorado Fault. (g) Pinos Puente Fault in the SW border of Western Sierra Elvira with striae suggesting normal 
movement. (h) Striae indicating normal to right-lateral kinematics in Pinos Puente Fault. (i) Quarries in SE of Western Sierra Elvira. The area is extensively fractured, 
with faults and joints. (j) Tensional joint striking N135°E filled by carbonates at different stages of precipitation. (k) Tensional joint striking N165°E with an opening of 
up to 3 m, near the intersection between the Medina Elvira and the Pinos Puente faults.
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2.67 g/cm 3. The Terrain Correction process was computed combining Kane (1962) and Nagy (1966) methods, 
using a 5 m pixel resolution DTM developed by the Spanish Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN; CNIG, 2022), 
up to a distance of 20 km from the sites (Fullea et al., 2008).

The reprocessed data were used in the construction of a new Complete Bouguer Anomaly map of the Granada 
Basin (Figure 4a) using kriging. However, an adequate characterization of the basin requires a residual anomaly 
map, which is obtained by extracting the regional anomaly. Several methods were considered for the calculation 
of the regional and residual gravity anomalies: (a) polynomial fitting (first- second- and third-order), (b) Fast 
Fourier Transformation-Gaussian Regional/Residual Filter (standard deviation of 0.15, 0.18 and 0.2), and (c) 
using only data measured outside the basin. Finally, it was calculated using only the data obtained outside the 
basin, because that was the method that best fitted the 0 values of residual anomaly with the basin boundary 
(Figures  4b and  4c). In addition to the residual gravity anomaly map of the Granada Basin, another map of 
the area affected by the 2021 seismic sequence was obtained (Figure 4d). Going further in the gravity analy-
sis in order to locate abrupt changes in the gravity signal, and applying this to detect major boundaries/faults 
(Blakely, 1996; Grauch & Cordell, 1987), we have obtained the horizontal gradient of the residual anomaly map 
(Figure 4e) using the two orthogonal horizontal, x and y, derivatives as follows:

HG(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥) =

√

(

𝜕𝜕Δ

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

)2

+

(

𝜕𝜕Δ

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥

)2

 (1)

Figure 4. Gravity anomaly maps of the Granada Basin and the 2021 seismic sequence area. (a) Complete Bouguer Anomaly. 
(b) Regional anomaly. (c, d) Residual anomaly. (e) Gravity gradient. Faults related to the Granada 2021 seismic sequence are 
indicated in dark blue and faults recompiled in the QAFI database (García-Mayordomo & Martín-Banda, 2022; QAFI, 2022) 
are indicated in light blue.
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where Δ represents the value of the residual gravity anomaly, and HG is the value of the horizontal gravity 
gradient.

3.3. Seismicity

The seismic data collected by the National Seismic Network of the Spanish IGN were compiled in this study 
(Figures 5a and 6a and Table 2). Using the Thatcher and Hanks (1973) approximated relationship between local 
magnitude and seismic moment, a total estimated released seismic moment was obtained (Figure 6b). In addition, 
the magnitude distribution of seismic activity was studied using the Gutenberg-Richter power law (Gutenberg & 
Richter, 1944). From the plot of the log of the cumulative number of earthquakes vs. magnitude, a b-value (slope 
of the lineal fit) was estimated (Figure 6c). The b-value is a critical parameter in seismic hazard studies, because 
it reveals the large to small earthquakes rate in the sequence. Its value is dependent in some way on the tectonic 
setting of the area (Lee & Yang, 2006).

The focal mechanism solutions for the largest earthquakes recorded in January 2021 (Table 3) were computed by 
the Spanish IGN (SMT, 2022), using the Rueda and Mezcua (2005) approach (Figure 5b). Finally, the reduced 
stress tensor (Figure 6d) was computed using the inversion approach developed by Delvaux and Barth (2010) and 
Delvaux and Sperner (2003) with the Win-Tensor™ code.

3.3.1. Relocation of the Seismicity

The seismicity directly recorded by the Spanish IGN shows a typical “spot-shaped” pattern (Figure  5a) that 
is due to the uncertainties involved with any location processing method. For this reason, it was necessary to 
relocate events in order to improve the locations, particularly the relative locations among events. The HypoDD 
code (Waldhauser,  2001; Waldhauser & Ellsworth,  2000) was used for this goal, a software based in the so 
called double-difference earthquake location algorithm, enhancing relative locations of events. Absolute loca-
tions, on the other hand, strongly depend on the reliability of the shear velocity model used (Waldhauser & 
Richards, 2004). In previous works, the same approach and code were used in the same regions, and regions 
nearby (Marín-Lechado et al., 2017; Morales et al., 2015; Tendero-Salmerón et al., 2020).

The P and S phase data recorded by the IGN were used for the process, coming from the permanent seismic net, 
the permanent accelerometer net, and also two non-permanent seismic stations deployed by the IGN on 25 Janu-
ary 2021, in order to improve locations and provide a better azimuthal coverage of the sequence.

Different data sets, parameters, and shear velocity models have been tested, trying to obtain the smallest errors. 
Only earthquakes above magnitude mbLg 1.5 were considered in the relocation, in order to better determine the 
arrival time of phases. S phases from acceleration records have not been considered, due to the uncertainty in its 
picking. In addition, only earthquakes recorded in more than eight stations, and only differences among event 
couples with 12 records were included, being the distance between the event couple and the station less than 
150 km. Concerning the used shear velocity model, after some tests, the Palomeras et  al.  (2014) model was 
selected, even though the observed differences with the results obtained with the regional IGN model (Table 1) 
were not noticeable.

Following these rules, more than 770 events were relocated (Figure 5b), with a mean error somewhat below 
1 km, both in location and depth. Several of these relocated earthquakes did not have a depth value assigned in 
the initial location process conducted by the IGN. This is because the error in the computed depths was above 
5 km, in mostly cases.

The relocation of the seismic sequence made it possible to define more precisely the Subsurface Rupture Length 
(SbRL) and the RA. In this way, the expected magnitude for an earthquake occurring in the proposed segment 
(Msegment) and the expected seismic moment for the segment (M0) can be estimated in order to compare them 
with real data. For this purpose, the RA is evaluated by multiplying SbRL with rupture width (RW; Wells & 
Coppersmith, 1994). RW will be obtained by D/sin (δ) (Wesnousky, 2008), being D the depth of the seismic zone 
and δ the dip of the faults.

M0 can be obtained using the formulas proposed by Leonard (2010) for down-dip faults.

log (𝑀𝑀0) = 6.10 + 1.5 ∗ log(RA) (2)
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Figure 5. Granada 2021 seismic sequence. (a) Topographic map of the Granada Basin with seismicity provided by the Spanish IGN (SIS, 2022). In orange, the 
seismicity related to the 2021 seismic sequence. (b) Topographic map of the Sierra Elvira and Santa Fe area, with the relocation of the 2021 seismic sequence and 
available earthquake focal mechanism data (Table 3). (c) Projected NW-SE and NE-SW cross sections of the 2021 seismic sequence and rotated earthquake focal 
mechanisms.
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log (𝑀𝑀0) = 6.10 + 3.0 ∗ log(SbRL) (3)

To estimate the magnitude that a single earthquake would have for these parameters, the following formulas 
proposed for normal faults by Wells and Coppersmith (1994) will be used, since they allow comparing both the 
RA and the SbRL with the Mw.

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 3.93 + 1.02 ∗ log(RA) (4)

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 4.34 + 1.54 ∗ log(SbRL) (5)

In addition, the moment magnitude is obtained from the M0 value calcu-
lated in Equations  2 and  3 from the well-known relationship (Hanks & 
Kanamori, 1979):

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =
2

3
log (𝑀𝑀0) − 6.07 (6)

3.4. CGPS Data Processing

In 2008, a CGPS network was established to monitor crustal deformation 
in Spain and Northern Morocco (Galindo-Zaldívar et  al.,  2015; Garate 
et al., 2015; González-Castillo et al., 2015). LOJA, PALM, and NEVA are the 
sites used in this work that belongs to the central sector of Betic Cordillera 
(Southern Spain). The monuments that host the CGPS points of these sites are 
founded on bedrocks, which implies a strong stability of the concrete pillars 
and, therefore, a high quality of GPS data. The GPS data time span consid-
ered was since March 2008 up to December 2019. The data were processed 

Figure 6. Seismicity during December 2020 to October 2021 time interval. (a) Behavior of the sequence. (b) Daily number 
of recorded earthquakes and cumulative seismic moment. (c) Plot of the log of the cumulative number of earthquakes vs. 
magnitude. The linear fit is shown. (d) Reduced stress tensor of the sequence derived from earthquake focal mechanism.

IGN model Palomeras et al. (2014) model

Depth (km) VS (km/s) Depth (km) VS (km/s)

0–11 3.49 0–5 3.10

11–24 3.66 5–15 3.40

24–31 3.94 15–25 3.65

>31 4.57 25–30 3.85

30–35 4.10

35–45 4.30

45–50 4.42

50–75 4.45

Table 1 
Shear Velocity Models Used in the Relocation Process
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using GipsyX, software developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Bertiger 
et al., 2020). The processing method used was the precise point positioning. 
Once all the site's coordinates were computed in the IGS14 reference frame, 
we created the position time series in North and East components and esti-
mated the absolute velocities. A more effective representation of the veloc-
ity field was estimated through the residual velocities with respect to stable 
Eurasia (Figure 7 and Table 4). Additionally, we computed residual velocity 
vectors with respect to site NEVA (Figure 7 and Table 4), allowing to further 
analyze the shallow deformation and extension in the Granada Basin.

4. Results
4.1. Structure of the Central Granada Basin

4.1.1. Geological Data

The area affected by the seismicity of the 2021 sequence is located near Sierra 
Elvira, the main Subbetic basement outcrop in the Granada Basin (Figure 2). 

The most recent structures are extensional, and they divide Sierra Elvira into two areas, affecting very recent 
sediments (Figure 3a). The main structures are two sets of normal faults striking NE-SW and NW-SE (Figure 2). 
In the NE-SW set, there are two main faults, the Medina Elvira and Albolote-Atarfe faults. The Medina Elvira 
Fault (Figure 2) is located at the boundary between Western and Eastern Sierra Elvira, and it strikes N30°E, 
dipping to the SE. Although scarps are observed only in a segment of the fault, their continuity can be discerned 
from the geological and geomorphological analysis. In the SW, the Medina Elvira Fault separates the Jurassic 
series from the Quaternary deposits of the Granada Basin, while to the NE it is cut by the Tajo Colorado Fault and 
further on it is difficult to follow its trend because it is covered by evaporites (Figure 2). However, the presence of 
structurally higher Subbetic rocks in the SE, rather than in the NW, points to the presence of a normal fault. The 
Albolote-Atarfe Fault is the other main fault of this set and it limits the Eastern Sierra Elvira to the SE (Figure 3b). 
It has an average strike of N035°E and an average dip of 55°SE (Figure 2; Stereonet VI). It is segmented and 
slightly displaced by the NW-SE fault set. The striae of the Albolote-Atarfe Fault indicate a normal to left-lateral 
movement, becoming more left-lateral to the NE (Figures 2c and 3c; Stereonet X). There are more small faults of 
this set, such as the one cutting the Ermita de los Tres Juanes Fault, striking N138°E and dipping 70°SE (Figure 2; 
Stereonet VIII).

The NW-SE set is formed by the Ermita de los Tres Juanes, Pinos Puente, and Tajo Colorado faults with preserved 
scarps, and other smaller or no-scarp faults. The Ermita de los Tres Juanes Fault is located in Eastern Sierra Elvira 
and has a well-preserved scarp (Figure 3d), striking N115°E and dipping 67°SW (Figure 2; Stereonet VII). The 
striae indicate a normal to left-lateral movement of the fault (average rake of 72°SE). In the southeastern termi-
nation, it strikes N145°E, dips an average of 80°SW and the striae suggest more left-lateral behavior, reaching a 
rake of 45°SE (Figure 2c; Stereonet IX). To the northwest, the Ermita de los Tres Juanes Fault is cut by a minor 
fault and is displaced toward the SW. The Tajo Colorado Fault (also called Atarfe Fault, Sanz de Galdeano 
et al., 2003) is located to the W, and it affects both the western and eastern Sierra Elvira. It has an average strike 
of N134°E and an average dip of 60°SW (Figures 2 and 3e; Stereonet III). The striae and other kinematic indica-
tors suggest an average normal slip (Figure 3f). In the southeastern termination, reaching the Carnian evaporites, 

Date Time (hh:mm:ss) Deph (km) mbLg Mw Intensity

23 January 2021 11:15:24 3 4.4 4.4 V–VI

26 January 2021 21:36:33 5 4.2 4.1 V

26 January 2021 21:44:18 5 4.3 4.2 V

26 January 2021 21:54:55 5 4.5 4.4 V–VI

28 January 2021 18:49:49 5 4.4 4.4 V

12 August 2021 21:25:12 - 4.6 4.5 V

Note. Data shared by the Spanish IGN (SIS, 2022).

Table 2 
Recorded Events With Magnitude Above mbLg 4.0

N Date Time (hh:mm:ss) Long. (°E) Lat. (°N) Depth (km) Magnitude (Mw) Strike (°) Dip (°) Rake (°) CLVD

23 23 January 2021 11:15:24 −3.7239 37.2062 3 4.4 342 59 −75 0.09

26.1 26 January 2021 21:36:33 −3.7296 37.1951 5 4.1 318 49 −77 0.07

26.2 26 January 2021 21:44:18 −3.7330 37.1756 5 4.2 324 51 −67 0.16

26.3 26 January 2021 21:54:55 −3.7369 37.1843 5 4.4 329 53 −63 0.02

28 28 January 2021 18:49:49 −3.7206 37.1565 5 4.4 325 50 −75 0.02

Note. N: corresponds to the numbers in Figures 5b and 5c. CLVD: adjustment of the focal mechanism inversion indicated in the Compensated Linear Vector Dipole.

Table 3 
Solutions for Shallow Earthquake Focal Mechanisms Represented in Figure 5b Computed by the Spanish IGN (SMT, 2022)
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the Tajo Colorado Fault has a “horsetail-shape” striking roughly N-S, and fault planes dips to the W and E-SE 
(Figure 2; Stereonet IV). It probably continues in the SW of the evaporites, where there is an important topo-
graphic discontinuity with the same strike. The Pinos Puente Fault (Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2003) is located at 
the SW boundary of the Western Sierra Elvira. It has an average strike of N140°E and an average dip of 60°SW. It 
has a remarkable scarp and average striae with normal to right-lateral movements (Rodríguez-Fernández & Sanz 
de Galdeano, 2006; Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2012). The fault plane locally displays a “tooth-shaped” curvature 
(Figure 2a). It seems that in this sector the NE-SW fault set cuts the Pinos Puente Fault. However, if we look at the 
intersections (Stereonets XI and XII), it is observed that the fault bends to reach N020°E at the SE intersection, 
and N050°E at the NW intersection. In addition, the striae suggest a displacement to the SW of the hanging wall 
block in all the segments of the fault: (a) normal behavior in the N140°E segments (Figure 3g), (b) normal to 
left-lateral behavior in the N025°E segment (Stereonet XI), and (c) normal to right-lateral behavior in the N050°E 
segment (Stereonet XII; Figure 3h). Something similar happens between the Ermita de los Tres Juanes Fault and 
a NE-SW fault that cuts it. At the NE intersection, the NE-SW fault cuts the Ermita de los Tres Juanes Fault. At 
the SW intersection, however, the NE-SW fault bends reaching N140°E strike (Figure 2; Stereonet VIII). The rest 
of the faults of this set do not have an important scarp, or are smaller. They have an average strike of N140°E and 
are mainly dipping to the SW.

Focusing on the intersections between the two major sets of faults, we can summarize the following: (a) mainly 
the NW-SE fault set cuts the NE-SW fault set, the opposite scarcely occurs (Figure 2). (b) In some intersections, 
there is no fault segmentation, but there is a bending until reaching the strike of the other set of faults (Stereonets 
XI and XII). (c) The striae change as we approach the endings of each segment, in some cases intensifying the 
normal behavior, and in other cases the strike-slip kinematics (Stereonets IX and X).

Figure 7. Topographic map with continuous GPS (CGPS) data and main recent faults. Residual velocity field with respect to 
the Eurasia fixed reference frame (red arrows) and respect to stable NEVA (blue arrows) and 95% confidence ellipses.

Coordinates Residual velocities (mm/yr) stable Eurasia Residual velocities (mm/yr) stable NEVA

Sites Long. (°E) Lat. (°N) VE σE VN σN VE σE VN σN

LOJA −4.1064 37.1073 −2.3 ±0.29 −0.3 ±0.26 −0.6 ±0.29 0.1 ±0.26

NEVA −3.3856 37.0626 −1.7 ±0.2 −0.4 ±0.23 0.0 - 0.0 -

PALM −3.5623 36.8090 −2.6 ±0.23 −1.0 ±0.26 −0.9 ±0.23 −0.6 ±0.26

Table 4 
East and North Residual Velocities With Respect to the Eurasia Fixed Reference Frame and Respect to Stable NEVA
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In addition to normal faults, there are other extensional structures. The massif is fractured by different families 
of joints. The brittle deformation becomes more pronounced to the S, at the intersection of main faults (Figures 2 
and 3i; Stereonets II, V, and XIII). The area where the Pinos Puente and Medina Elvira faults intersect, in Western 
Sierra Elvira, is the most fractured one. There are joints striking in all directions, but predominantly, they have 
strikes of N110°–140°E, mainly between N130°E and 140°E (Stereonet II). Some of them affect Quaternary 
sediments (Figure 3a). The joints with larger openings can reach up to 3 m (Figure 3k) and the strike ranges 
between N120°E and 165°E. Some joints are filled with decimetrical boulders. In addition, in several of them, 
carbonates are precipitated. Figure 3j shows different precipitation phases in a joint. The first grows in layers 
parallel to the joint walls, reaching thicknesses of 10 cm in each wall (in green). The second grows perpendicular 
to the joints, filling the opening of the second phase, up to 15 cm (in red). To the NE, before the “tooth-shaped” 
curvature of the Pinos Puente Fault, there are fractures visible in satellite imagery (Figure 2b). Most of the joints 
strike between N110°E and N150°E, predominantly N130°–140°E (Stereonet XIII). No joints are observed strik-
ing NE-SW, but there could be, although with small aperture and not visible in the orthophotos. In the western 
border of Sierra Elvira, the number of fractures decrease and the existing joints strike from N090°E to N145°E 
(Stereonet I).

In the eastern Sierra Elvira, fractures are not as many as in the Western Sierra Elvira. The data obtained in the 
intersection zone of the Albolote-Atarfe and Ermita de los Tres Juanes faults suggest an extended fragmentation, 
but one that only shows centimeter-size openings. In addition, the data indicate a predominance of the N-S strike 
(Stereonet V).

4.1.2. Gravity Data

The Complete Bouguer Anomaly map (Figure 4a) shows a minimum in the Granada Basin. The values in this 
region are generally below −120 mGal and reach −138 mGal. Toward the north and the south, the values increase, 
reaching the highest values, up to −50 mGal, in the southern part of the study area. This regional increase of 
the Complete Bouguer Anomaly values is due to long-wavelength anomalies, and therefore, probably related 
to the crustal thickness. The regional gravity anomaly map allows a better observation of reported anomalies 
(Figure 4b). It shows minimum values in Sierra Elvira and in the NE of the Granada basin, reaching −124 mGal. 
Values of −50 mGal are again found in the southern part of the study area.

The residual gravity anomaly map offers a better recognition of the basin structure and of the area affected by 
the seismic sequence (Figures 4c and 4d). Four depocenters can be distinguished from the anomaly minima. 
These depocenters coincide with those described by Madarieta-Txurruka et al.  (2021), Morales et al.  (1990), 
Rodríguez-Fernández, and Sanz de Galdeano  (2006). With respect to the map in Figure  4d, the Cubillas 
depocenter, located to the NE, reaches −19.5 mGal. The Granada Depocenter is located in the SE, with values 
up to −21 mGal. In the NW, the Genil-Pinos Puente Depocenter reaches values of −22 mGal, and the Chime-
neas Depocenter is located in the SW, with the minimum residual values of the basin, reaching −29 mGal. 
The maximum values of the residual gravity anomaly, close to 0 mGal, are observed at the basin limits and in 
Sierra Elvira. The eastern and western depocenters are separated by Sierra Elvira and a relative maximum with a 
“rhomboid-shape” and values between 0 and −15 mGal.

Three of the described depocenters surround Sierra Elvira: Cubillas to the NE, Granada to the SE and Genil-Pinos 
Puente to the W (Figure 4d). High gradient values between 0.004 and 0.008 mGal/m are observed at the former 
boundaries (Figure 4e). The high gradients S to Sierra Elvira (0.003 mGal/m) are also remarkable, in accord-
ance with the “rhomboid-shaped” relative maximum (Figure 4d). Other zones with remarkable gravity gradients 
are observed in the map: (a) two points with values higher than 0.01 mGal/m in the Cubillas Depocenter, and 
between the Chimeneas and Genil-Pinos Puente Depocenters. (b) E-W lineation up to 0.006 mGal/m north of the 
Genil-Pinos Puente Depocenter. c) NW-SE lineations between 0.003 and 0.005 mGal/m next to the Montevives 
mine and to the NE of the Granada Depocenter.

4.2. Granada 2021 Seismic Sequence

This seismic sequence is located in an area (Figure 5a) with a sustained level of very low to low magnitude 
events (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021). In December 2020, this level increased, and from December 2020 to 
November 2021 near 3,000 events have been recorded by the Spanish IGN, although nearly 1100 of them have 
no depth assigned.
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The sequence consists of two superimposed phases (Figures 6a and 6b). Initially, the number of events suddenly 
increased in the area, reaching a level of nearly 200 recorded events per day in a period of three days at the end 
of January. In this phase, five earthquakes above magnitude mbLg 4.0 happen, all of them felt by the population 
with intensity V or V–VI (Table 2; EMS-98 scale; Grünthal, 1998). Three of these earthquakes happened on the 
26th of January, in less than 20 min. After a gradual decay in the recorded magnitudes and number of earthquakes 
per day for more than six months, on August 2021, a second phase including the most energetic earthquake of 
the sequence was recorded. It was an event with magnitude mbLg 4.6, felt with intensity V and not accompanied 
by a significant level of seismicity, in this case. Starting from that event, a new decay in the level of seismicity 
and recorded magnitudes was observed. In addition to these five earthquakes above magnitude mbLg 4.0, other 29 
events in the range of mbLg 3.0–4.0 were recorded.

A total estimated released seismic moment of 3.0 × 10 16 N·m was obtained (Figure 6b). The phases had an 
estimated seismic moment of 2.25 × 10 16 N·m and 0.75 × 10 16 N·m, equivalent to an earthquake of Mw 4.8 and 
Mw 4.5, respectively. A b-value equal to 0.93 (σ = 0.02) is a typical value (Figure 6c), close to the unit, obtained 
in many other seismic sequences in the Ibero-Maghrebian region (Hamdache et  al.,  2019) and conventional 
mainshock-aftershock sequences (Frohlich & Davis, 1993). Furthermore, from the plot, it can be clearly seen 
that the sequence can be considered complete above magnitude mbLg 0.9 (threshold magnitude), from which the 
linear behavior is observed, that is, the vast majority of events above this magnitude were recorded by the IGN 
seismic net.

The focal mechanism solutions for the largest earthquakes (Figure 5b and Table 3) show a clear extensional 
pattern, also revealed when computing the reduced stress tensor of the sequence from them. It depicts an NE-SW 
horizontal extension and a near vertical compression, with an axial ratio of R = 0.28 (Figure 6d).

4.2.1. Relocation of the Seismicity

The relocation of seismic data has provided more accurate locations for earthquakes for the 2021 seismic sequence 
with magnitudes higher than mbLg 1.5. As a result, we can conclude that most of the events are located in an area 
no bigger than 4 km 2 in the N-NE of Santa Fe (Figure 5b). The six earthquakes with magnitudes above Mw 4.0 
are aligned in an NW-SE direction, parallel to the principal seismogenic faults of the region (i.e., Pinos Puente 
Fault, Tajo Colorado Fault; García-Mayordomo & Martín-Banda, 2022).

At depth (Figure 5c), the seismic sequence present a “chimney-shape” between 5 and 0 km. It has a planarity 
of 0.1, calculated from the formula provided by Vidale (1986), which is a very low value for vertical seismic 
sequences (Vidale et al., 2006; Vidale & Shearer, 2006). Seismicity below 5 km is near to non-existent. Most 
earthquakes are concentrated within 3–5  km depth, being the zone where most of mbLg  >  3 earthquakes are 
located. Those greater than mbLg 4.0 are located between 3 and 4 km depth. Above 3 km, the observed seismicity 
decreases both in quantity and magnitude up to the surface.

4.3. Regional CGPS Data

The three CGPS sites, located in the central Betic Cordillera, have provided horizontal velocities surrounding the 
Granada Basin. All of them move toward the W-WSW, with respect to stable Eurasia, with horizontal velocity 
rates between 1.5 and 3 mm/yr (Figure 7; Table 4). NEVA is located in Sierra Nevada, to the E of the Granada 
Basin, and is the site with the lowest rates (1.7 ± 0,2 mm/yr to the W). In Sierra Gorda, to the W of the Granada 
Basin, the LOJA site presents similar direction but higher displacement rates (2.3 ± 0, 3 mm/yr). Finally, in the 
south of Granada Basin, PALM shows the highest rates (2.8 ± 0, 25 mm/yr) to the WSW. If we consider Sierra 
Nevada and the NEVA site stable (Figure 7), LOJA shows 0.6 ± 0, 1 mm/yr rates to the W-WNW and PALM 
presents velocity rates of 1.1 ± 0, 1 mm/yr to the SW.

5. Discussion
Multidisciplinary studies combining geological, geophysical, and geodetic data are of essential importance to 
study the active tectonics and recent evolution in the Alpine Cordilleras. The collision between the Eurasian 
and Nubian plates raises the Betic Cordillera (Braga et al., 2003; Reinhardt et al., 2007; Sanz de Galdeano & 
Alfaro, 2004), while it is affected by extensional processes in the neighboring Granada Basin and Sierra Nevada 
(Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1999). Normal faults derived from this tectonic activity are responsible for the seismicity 
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affecting the region. Moderate seismic activity is common in the region (Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2003), and 
it can be intensified by seismic sequences, such as the one that occurred in the beginning of 2021 in Santa Fe, 
Granada. Geological field data and gravity analysis have made it possible to establish the structure of the Sierra 
Elvira uplifted massif and that of the sector below the Granada Basin. The improved location of the 2021 seismic 
sequence helps to link the seismicity to specific tectonic structures. The combination of fault orientation, fault 
kinematic data, focal mechanism, and regional CGPS data, make it possible to frame the Granada 2021 seismic 
sequence in the active evolution of the central Betic Cordillera.

5.1. Structure of the Area Affected by the 2021 Seismic Sequence

Field geology data and detailed gravity analysis in the sector affected by the sequence suggest a great brittle 
deformation of the basement, and the presence of two main fault sets striking N20°–40°E and N100°–140°E. 
The two sets of faults affect both the uplifted Sierra Elvira massif (Figures 2 and 3) and the basement under the 
Granada Basin. The local residual gravity anomaly map (Figure 4d) shows a “rhomboid-shape” relative maxi-
mum at the S-SW of Sierra Elvira. The data points to the existence of a raised block in that area (Figures 4d 
and 4e). The directions of the boundaries of this raised block, especially the eastern ones, coincide with those of 
the two main sets of faults.

The main dip direction of the NW-SE set of faults observed in the field is to the SW, and for the NE-SW set, it is 
to the SE. However, we suggest the existence of NW- and NE-dipping faults to explain the uplift of the “raised 
block” with respect to the Genil-Pinos Puente and Granada depocenters (Figure 8a). In fact, there are examples of 
NE-dipping faults in Sierra Elvira (Figure 2) or observed in seismic profiles (Santa Fe Fault; Sanz de Galdeano 
et al., 2010). Previous studies for the sector, based mainly on seismic profiles but also in gravity data, suggested 
the existence of a single fault set. Morales et al. (1990) emphasize a main fault set of N030°E direction cutting 
NW-SE faults located further to the NW. On the contrary, for Rodríguez-Fernández and Sanz de Galdeano (2006), 
the NW-SE set of faults is dominant, starting in Sierra Elvira and crossing the Granada Depocenter. Our model 
suggests that both fault sets determine the shape of the basement in the central part of the Granada Basin and we 
propose a two-directed horst and graben system (Figure 8).

The interaction between the two sets of faults is complex. In a general sense, the NW-SE set mostly cuts the 
NE-SW one; however, there are cases where the opposite occurs (Figure 2). In addition, at some intersections, the 
fault surface bends instead of being cut by another plane (Figure 2a; Stereonet VII). These data suggest that both 
sets of faults must have been active recently, although the activity of the NW-SE set predominates. In addition 
to the major fault sets, Sierra Elvira is highly fractured by smaller high-angle faults and vertical joints. The main 
direction of the tensional joints is NW-SE (Figure 2), coinciding with one of the main fault sets and with the 
extension registered in the central Betic Cordillera (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1993; Stich et al., 2006).

5.1.1. Intense Brittle Deformation as a Result of the Recent Evolution of the Central Betic Cordillera

The central Granada Basin has a structure determined by different deformation phases that have affected the 
region throughout the Neogene-Quaternary. The accumulation of different orogenic processes, both compressive 
and extensional, is the cause of the intense brittle deformation of the upper crust and segmentation of the main 
active faults.

The first processes that determines a heterogeneous behavior in the region are due to the oblique convergence 
and related compression (σ1) between the External and Internal zones during the early Miocene (Figure  8c; 
Galindo-Zaldívar et  al.,  1993). These structures only affect the basement, which is only observable in Sierra 
Elvira, and is characterized by south-vergent thrusting and folds and salt intrusions (Figure 2). However, the 
boundary between the External and Internal zones is probably more deformed and fractured, which, in the study 
area, is buried beneath the Granada Basin, near the location of the studied seismicity.

The major structures in the region are more recent. On one hand, the NE-SW faults are extensional and have large 
associated steps, as it can be seen in the residual gravity map (Figures 4d and 4e). The striae vary between normal 
and normal to right-lateral, indicating NW-SE or WNW-ESE extension (σ3; Figure 8c). Sanz de Galdeano and 
Vera (1991) consider them to be the result of the gravitational collapse (σ1 vertical) of the late Miocene, which 
is probably related to the exhumation of the Nevado-Filabride Complex by the Mecina detachment (Jabaloy 
et al., 1992, 1993).
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Figure 8. Structural model of the Granada Basin seismic area, extensional trends, and evolution. (a) Proposed structural model for the area. (b) Extensional trend 
obtained by local seismic stress tensors (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021; Stich et al., 2006) and CGPS velocities in the region (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2015). (c) 
Neogene-Quaternary evolution of the Sierra Elvira massif and a new proposal for the present evolution of Sierra Elvira, southern Granada Basin, and Western Sierra 
Nevada. White lines represent the extension trend in every local area: Triangle: σ3 axis of seismic stress tensors (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021). Squares: CGPS 
vectors (Gil et al., 2017). GB, Granada Basin. SN, Sierra Nevada. SdlM, Sierra de la Mora.
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On the other hand, the most recent and main structures causing seismicity are the NW-SE normal faults. They 
occur not only in the Santa Fe-Sierra Elvira area, but are also observable throughout the eastern Granada Basin 
(Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021; Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2012). They indicate an NE-SW extension similar to 
the extension obtained by the reduced stress tensor of the sequence, as well as the stress tensors computed in 
eastern Granada Basin and central Betic Cordillera (Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021; Sparacino et al., 2020; Stich 
et al., 2006; Figure 8b). They predominate during the Plio-Quaternary and are responsible for the formation of the 
main depocenters of the Granada Basin (Figure 4d; Rodríguez-Fernández & Sanz de Galdeano, 2006). Together 
with this set of faults, there are joints with an NE-SW main direction that abound throughout the Sierra Elvira 
massif (Figures 2 and 3). The Plio-Quaternary activity of these structures could be the result of the permutation 
of σ2 and σ3, favored by a low axial stress ratio, the decrease of the gravitational collapse in the SW, and the prev-
alence of the roll-back that shift toward the W-WSW the Gibraltar Arc (González-Castillo et al., 2015).

5.2. Activity of the Seismic Sequence in the Central Granada Basin

The relocation of the seismicity (Figures 5b and 5c) has considerably improved the locations provided by the 
Spanish IGN (Figure 5a). The new data make it easier to link it to a specific structure and to better understand 
the causes of seismicity.

The representation of the epicenters of the earthquakes (Figure 5b) indicates that the seismicity is localized in a 
“spot-shaped” zone no larger than 4 km 2. We propose, from geological (Figure 2) and gravity data (Figure 4d), 
that this zone is affected by the two sets of faults described in the previous section. It can be observed that the 
earthquakes larger than Mw 4.0 are aligned in the NW-SE direction (Figure 5b). In addition, the focal mecha-
nisms reveal the activity of NW-SE faults. Therefore, we consider that most of the earthquakes occur on NW-SE 
fault planes. In the study area there are NW-SE faults dipping to the SW, see Pinos Puente or Tajo Colorado faults, 
as well as to the NE, see Santa Fe Fault (Sanz de Galdeano et al., 2010), or the fault bounding the “raised block” 
to the NE (Figure 4b). The focal mechanisms do not rule out any of the two nodal planes, since they have similar 
dips. Therefore, either could have been activated. In any case, the seismic sequence does not have an evolution 
along the fault, as one would expect (Henry & Das, 2001; Scholz, 1990; Stein, 1999; among others) and it is 
concentrated in a circular zone. This characteristic could be explained by the interaction of the two sets of faults, 
and the segmentation that occurs between them similar to the barriers defined by Aki  (1979). This suggests 
that the NW-SE set, where the largest earthquakes occur, is segmented by the NE-SW set acting as barriers. 
This allows stresses not to be transmitted along the fault and to be concentrated in a specific fault segment. We 
consider this segment to be the equivalent in depth to the 2 km long one of Tajo Colorado Fault, located between 
the Medina Elvira and Atarfe-Albolote faults (Figures 2, 4d,, and 8a). The stresses could be transmitted slightly 
along the NE-SW faults, upon reaching the intersections between the two sets of faults. In fact, geomorphological 
and geological data reveal the recent activity of these faults. However, no related focal mechanisms have been 
observed. This absence could be due to the inactivity of these structures or because they are only capable of 
generating low-magnitude events. Geologic field data (Figure 2) show a high segmentation of the NE-SW fault 
set, significantly reducing the occurrence of earthquakes greater than approximately Mw 3.0, from the Wells and 
Coppersmith (1994) relationships.

Considering the earthquake depth data, the seismic sequence presents a “chimney-shape”. This shape has not 
been related to any migration over time, therefore it has to be explained spatially. On the one hand, we consider 
that the largest seismic and deformation zone, between 3 and 5 km, is located just above the detachment of the 
fault system, related to the one proposed by Madarieta-Txurruka et al. (2021). The detachment would separate a 
footwall block from a highly brittle deformed hanging wall block. On the other hand, unlike traditional models, 
the intersection of fault sets acts as a barrier. Because of this, the deformation is not transmitted along the fault, 
but vertically. The great fragmentation of the region, both by faults and vertical joints (Figures 2 and 3), could 
facilitate the upwards migration of deformation.

5.3. Inferences for the Seismic Potential in the Area Affected by the Granada 2021 Sequence

The accurate relocation of seismicity provides information to define Subsurface Rupture Length (SbRL) and RA. 
These are then used to estimate the expected magnitude (Msegment) for an earthquake occurring in the proposed 
segment, and the expected seismic moment (M0) for the rupture of the seismogenic segment. An SbRL value 
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equal to 2 km has been selected, equivalent to the segment located between the Medina Elvira and Atarfe-Albolote 
faults. An RA value equal to approximately 5.6 km 2 is estimated considering that most of the earthquakes occur 
between 3 and 5 km and faults dip 45° (obtained from focal mechanisms solutions). In this way, the computed 
Msegment value from RA is Mw 4.7–4.7, and from SbRL, Mw 4.6–4.8, depending on the used scaling equation 
(Leonard, 2010; Wells & Coppersmith, 1994). The computed M0 value is 1.7 × 10 16 N·m, calculated from RA, 
and 1.0 × 10 16 N·m, calculated from SbRL. These values make it possible to compare the proposed model with 
the data and discuss the seismic potential associated to this phenomenon. Msegment values of Mw 4.7–4.8 are 
slightly higher than the largest earthquakes of the 2021 sequence, and of the order of the equivalent magnitude of 
the first phase (∼ mbLg 4.8). They indicate that the segment at depth could be a little smaller than the one observed 
at surface, or that a part of the segment has remained unbroken. Previous M0 values, obtained for the proposed 
model, are less than what calculated for the first phase from the recorded magnitudes of 2.25 × 10 16 N·m. These 
data support the importance of barriers to localizing the seismicity in the restricted segment and above it. More-
over, it explains the swarm-like behavior of the beginning of the phase instead of one major earthquake. Several 
events did not exceed the proposed magnitude of the rupture area, resulting in a reduction of the seismic potential 
in this highly segmented sector with respect to other areas of the region.

The propagation of seismic waves and the phenomena related to low deformations in soils are influenced, among 
others, by lithological characteristics of the surface rocks (NCSE-02,  2002). Earthquakes of these expected 
magnitudes will affect the zones of Sierra Elvira, and the zones located on the deposits of the Granada Basin, in 
different ways. This is because rock type soils formed by limestones, dolomites and silex fragments are found in 
Sierra Elvira (Figure 2; Lupiani & Soria, 1988). The elastic-brittle character of these soils prevent amplification 
of seismic waves. However, the sediments of the basin, in the Atarfe sector, are formed by soils geotechnically 
classified as transitional; specifically marl limestones and marls together with alluvial soils. Given the cohesive 
nature of these soils, the presence of shallow water tables (according to soundings averaging 5 m) and their 
open and impermeable structure (CEGP, 2012; Suarez, 2021), will produce a certain ground motion amplifi-
cation, increasing building damages. The elasto-plastic ductile deformability and impermeable character of the 
cohesive soils will produce the accumulation of deformations in each event and more long-term pathologies 
(NCSE-02, 2002).

5.4. The Active Deformation of the South-Central Betic Cordillera: Seismic Stress Tensor and CGPS 
Data Discrepancy

The velocity vectors obtained from the CGPS indicate a westward displacement of the sites (Figures 7, 8b, and 8c), 
however, this does not occur in the same way. Considering NEVA as fixed, PALM shifts to the SW, in a similar direc-
tion with respect to the rest of the extension indicators (Figures 1–3, 6d, and 7; Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021; 
Stich et al., 2006). However, LOJA shifts to the W-NW, similarly to the values published by Galindo-Zaldívar 
et al. (2015) between stations GRA1 and LOJA (Figures 1 and 8b). This indicates a westward displacement of the 
hanging wall block of the Mecina detachment (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 1996; Madarieta-Txurruka et al., 2021) 
related to slab-tearing processes (Booth-Rea et  al.,  2012,  2007; Mancilla et  al.,  2015) or roll-back and the 
westward migration of the Gibraltar Arc (Galindo-Zaldívar et al., 2015; Garate et al., 2015; González-Castillo 
et al., 2015; Koulali et al., 2011). Meanwhile, a clockwise rotation of σ3 in LOJA with respect to PALM, and the 
stress determined from earthquake focal mechanisms could be related to an N-S heterogeneous extension related 
to the uplift of the central Betic Cordillera and related gravitational collapse affecting the southern Granada 
Basin, also evidenced by the local elevation near Sierra de la Mora (Figure 8c).

5.5. Implications for the Study of Tectonic Seismic Sequences

The second and shorter phase (in August 2021) is clearly a mainshock-aftershock sequence. The first and most 
important phase has characteristics of both types, mainshock-aftershock and seismic swarm, suggesting that 
a more detailed study is necessary. Therefore, we will adopt the parameters proposed by Vidale et al. (2006) 
and Vidale and Shearer  (2006): (a) cloud size with respect to the cumulative seismic moment, (b) number 
of aftershocks, (c) time of the largest event, and (d) expansion of the seismicity zone. On one hand, the data 
indicate a small size of the earthquake cloud for the computed cumulative seismic moment, common in 
mainshock-aftershock sequences. However, the number of aftershocks is high with respect to the largest event, 
an Mw 4.5 earthquake, pointing to a swarm (Vidale et al., 2006). The first earthquake in the phase is not the high-
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est, but this occurs early in the sequence, 3 days later in a sequence that lasts for 4 months. In fact, if we consider 
the cumulative seismic moment decay and b-value, equal to 0.93, this also points to a mainshock-aftershock 
sequence (Frohlich & Davis, 1993). Finally, the hypocenter cloud does not show any expansion. In addition, 
geometrically, the Granada seismic sequence has a very low planarity (0.1) for sub-vertical sequences related 
to normal faults, if we compare it with studies of seismic sequences from California (Vidale & Shearer, 2006), 
Japan (Vidale et al., 2006) and other parts of the Betic Cordillera (Carmona et al., 2009; Hamdache et al., 2019; 
Morales et  al.,  2015; Ocaña,  2009). All of these features require a new explanation for the causes of this 
sequence.

Usually, the sequences with limited extensions in the horizontal and vertical axes, that is, “chimneys-shaped”, 
are related to volcanic zones. However, we do not find ourselves in that context. Therefore, we believe that 
barriers and inherited brittle deformation play a very important role in this case, helped by fluids. We propose 
a model where the seismicity occurs due to the accumulation of stresses in the area, and it is triggered by fluids 
in the detachment zone (Sibson, 2000). In fact, fluids are common in the region (Figure 3j; e.g., García-Veigas 
et al., 2015; Kohfahl et al., 2008). In this scenario, the perpendicular fault set acts as a barrier. On one hand, it 
does not allow the occurrence of earthquakes larger than expected for the segment and, on the other hand, they 
prevent the expansion and migration along the fault of the sequence. Instead, the deformation is transmitted 
vertically to the surface, facilitated by fractures, especially vertical tensional joints (Figure 3), and probably by 
fluid uplift (Figure 3j; Sibson, 2000). Thus, the first phase has a “swarmy” behavior at the beginning, several 
earthquakes of similar magnitude occur without one of them standing out. Then, aftershocks follow in a cascade 
model triggered by each largest earthquake (Henry & Das, 2001; Stein, 1999; Scholz, 1990; among others).

6. Conclusions
The integration of seismology, geological, geophysical prospecting, and geodetical studies made it possible to 
establish the structure of the Granada Basin, as well as to identify the seismogenic structures responsible for the 
Granada 2021 seismic sequence and to frame it in the evolution of the central Betic Cordillera.

The highly intense and variable recent geodynamic processes of the central Betic Cordillera have been responsi-
ble, since the early Miocene, for the high brittle deformation of the area affected by the 2021 seismic sequence 
in Granada. This recent evolution produced a basement affected by two main sets of faults, striking NE-SW and 
NW-SE. Both sets of faults are responsible for the uplift of the Sierra Elvira horst, and another raised block to the 
SW buried below the sedimentary infill. At the same time, they generated the main depocenters of the eastern 
Granada Basin.

The 2021 seismicity has a “chimney-shaped” morphology. The lineation of the main earthquakes suggests the 
activity of NW-SE faults. However, the seismicity is very localized and it is associated with the activity of a 
specific segment about 2 km long. The cumulative moment tensor calculated for the sequence, equivalent to an 
Mw 4.8 earthquake, matches the proposed segment rupture length. The NE-SW fault set acts as a barrier and is 
responsible for the segmentation of the main fault set. This segmentation confines the seismicity and does not 
allow the migration along the fault. Vertically, the sequence has a tubular shape in which the largest earthquakes 
are concentrated above 5 km depth, over the detachment zone of the Granada extensional system. The deforma-
tion in this zone, unable to be transmitted along the fault, migrates upwards facilitated by the preexisting fractures 
and probably helped by fluid uplift.

There is a striking discrepancy between the extension vectors calculated from the stress tensors of focal mecha-
nisms (<15 km) and the surface CGPS data. It could be due to a heterogeneous local uplift that raised basement 
blocks in the S of the basin, generating gravity collapse processes and the rotation of the σ3 axis at the surface.

The relationship between subsurface rupture length and RA with Msegment and M0 suggests the occurrence of 
earthquakes with magnitudes up to Mw 4.6–4.8, slightly higher than the main earthquakes of the sequence. That 
comparison demonstrates that the main earthquakes of the sequence fit with the proposed segment. In the same 
way, this relationship suggests that barriers do not allow larger earthquakes to occur and stresses are released 
by several events equivalent to the proposed segment, giving the sequence “swarmy” features at the beginning.

The example of the Granada seismic sequence highlights the importance of the interaction between oblique fault 
sets in fault segmentation and in acting as barrier to confine seismic sequences and propagating the deformation 
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unconventionally. Moreover, it provides a new explanation for seismic sequence with both mainshock-aftershock 
and swarm characteristics.
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